
Miltoons: The Comic Art of War



Humor & War
https://youtu.be/WwbnvkMRPKM

10

https://youtu.be/WwbnvkMRPKM


MIME-Net & Iron Man
https://youtu.be/Dov4ihPVcs0

2

https://youtu.be/Dov4ihPVcs0


Terminal Lance, White Donkey

http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/veteran-tackles-serious-
topics-through-comics

5

http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/veteran-tackles-serious-topics-through-comics


WWII Training: Pvt. Snafu

https://youtu.be/BFu8VjGdQZk

4

https://youtu.be/BFu8VjGdQZk


WWI Flying Ace
https://youtu.be/Ioe7DQAF8d8

2

https://youtu.be/Ioe7DQAF8d8


Propaganda & Comics
https://youtu.be/Hsx7olsd-YA

13

https://youtu.be/Hsx7olsd-YA




ROUTINE



Jargon & Slang

https://youtu.be/C5pwtzEeyKI
4

https://youtu.be/C5pwtzEeyKI


Uniforms



Medical
Care



HIERARCHY



Officers
https://youtu.be/63OsX4_ZpaE

6

https://youtu.be/63OsX4_ZpaE


Saluting



ENEMIES & ALLIES



Enemies



Cultures



GEOGRAPHY



Trenches



Weather



Camouflage

https://youtu.be/aPhIdthhBEY
4

https://youtu.be/aPhIdthhBEY


GENDER & SEX



Autoeroticism

https://youtu.be/FuQVnBUWYiQ
4

https://youtu.be/FuQVnBUWYiQ


Servicewomen



COMBAT



Death

https://youtu.be/OZ_15XjYssY
4

https://youtu.be/OZ_15XjYssY


PTSD



CIVIL-MILITARY GAP



Explanations



Mail



Holidays





A QUICK INTRODUCTION TO

CARTOONING



Image to Image Relationships
1. Moment to Moment: a small amount of time or a small gesture 

takes place from one panel to the next 

2. Action to Action: when a small amount of time is paired with a 
large action between panels

3. Subject to Subject: anytime the focus shifts from one subject to 
another within the same scene

4. Scene to Scene: when there is a significant jump in time or 
location between panels

5. Aspect to Aspect: when no time at all passes between panels & 
reader sees quick shots or aspects of the setting or scene 

6. Non-Sequitur: when it seems there’s actually no meaningful 
relationship between one image & another

7. Symbolic: when images are related by an idea or metaphor (rather 
than by time & space) 



Text to Image Relationships
1. Picture Specific: the image does the bulk of the storytelling 

work 

2. Word Specific: the text delivers all the significant info & the 
image adds extra details

3. Duo Specific: both the text & image deliver the exact same 
message 

4. Intersecting: the text & image both provide important, but 
distinct, info to the reader

5. Parallel: the text &image don’t seem to relate in any 
meaningful way

6. Interdependent: the text & image combine to convey an idea 
that neither would convey alone 

7. Pictorial: the text is part of the world of the comic itself 




